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Introduction
The Reactive/Synchronous Approach covers a set of formalisms (languages, extensions to existing languages or language frameworks) that allow one to build Reactive Systems with a strict meaning. Reactive Systems [11] combine two main characteristics :
1. They are continuously running systems, not intended to terminate. Thus, they do not fall into the class of traditional programs which are executed with some data, and which terminate after a while by producing *With support from FRANCE TELECOM/CNET a result. On the contrary, reactive systems interact continuously with the environment. 2. In response to an activation, a reactive system reacts, depending on the environment state, by changing it, then it waits for the next activation, and so on without ever ending. Reactions to activations are called instants.
Communication between parallel components is done by broadcast of information. This has several advantages, compared to traditional communication mechanisms as message passing or rendezvous:
• It is simple, intuitive, and powerful; the same information is transmitted to several receivers in one single operation.
• It allows a modular approach, as new receivers can be dynamically added to the system, even during its execution, without inducing any change to emitters.
Instants lead us to define a variant of broadcast, called instantaneous broadcast, based on events, and defined as follows:
• An event is present, absent, or undefined. It is undefined at the beginning of each new instant (events are not persistent data).
• An event cannot be both present and absent during the same instant. Once defined, it remains in the same state during the whole instant (coherency property).
In the instantaneous broadcast paradigm, an event is received by all receivers at the same instant it is generated. Note that instantaneity is a logical notion which refers to the global logical clock of the reactive system and not to real physical time.
Instantaneous broadcast has two more advantages over simple broadcast:
• It gives an implicit way to associate dates to events and provides an automatic synchronization on ends of instants.
• Simultaneity and absence of events are perceived in a coherent way in the whole system.
Various formalisms have been designed to implement the reactive/synchronous approach. The synchronous languages such as Esterel [1] , Lustre [3] or Signal [5] are based on the hypothesis of a strong synchronism between components which implies the atomicity of the instants and which allows an instantaneous reaction to the absence of events.
All Reactive/Synchronous formalisms share a common general model. They define a way to describe the behavior of the components running in the system. They also define an abstract execution machine, which executes the logical clock of the reactive system (the sequence of instants). This machine drives the reactions of all the component behaviors present in the system for each instant. Note that the valid actions for an instant generally depend on the presence (or absence) of events, which are evaluated and/or communicated by the execution machine.
The Reactive/Synchronous formalisms differ by the way they realize this general model, e.g: by the assumptions they make to interact with the external environment of the system; by their implementation (statically compiled, dynamically interpreted, ...); or by the fact that either they implement only static systems, or systems that allow the dynamic creation of components or the dynamic definition of new component behaviors.
These formalisms are generally implemented on centralized platforms, where the communication between components is naturally synchronous and where the execution of one instant can easily be translated into a single sequence of instructions.
In many cases, a centralized implementation, even for a naturally distributed application (e.g. an industrial process control), is satisfactory: remote sensors and actuators are individually connected to a unique processor executing the control application. But, according to e.g. efficiency or fault-tolerance requirements,one may also need, to distribute the same reactive application on separate physical units connected to a network. In order to fulfil the application requirements, the modules running on the different units require appropriate means -and associated semantics -to communicate and to synchronize over the network.
Several works have already studied the distribution of reactive systems, using the Reactive/Synchronous Approach:
• The CRP formalism [2] is an attempt to distribute Esterel code based on rendezvous communications.
• Distribution of code for the language Lustre by Caspi and Girault in [4] . This work is based on distribution specifications embedded into the OC code (OC is a common code format, used by Lustre and Esterel to describe finite state machines) and on automata reduction to distributed pieces. The model relies on a mechanism of "wait by necessity" for communication between components distributed across the network, to implement an instantaneous broadcast of events.
• In the system Saturn [6] developed at Cert/Onera, the broadcast of an event to distributed synchronous modules always takes one instant. This greatly simplifies the implementation, as all reactions to events are always postponed to the next instant. This provides simple but precise semantics for distributed execution.
In this paper, we study the extension of the reactive approach over the network, in a dynamic context: new component behaviors can be dynamically defined; components can be dynamically added or retrieved in the reactive system; areas (subsets) of the distributed reactive system can dynamically join the common global clock or leave to execute at their own pace.
The next section describes the model of synchronized systems and explains the choices we made. In the section 3, we describe an implementation of the Reactive Approach using a set of JAVA classes called SUGARCUBES. In section 4, we present the implementation of synchronized systems in the JAVA language [10] using two Distributed Processing Environments (DPE): JAVARMI [13] , and an experimental distributed platform especially designed for telecommunications. We present some performance results in section 5. Finally, in section 6, we give some hints for future works.
Distributed Reactive Systems
For short, we call synchronized system a distributed reactive system. These systems are made of reactive areas, called reactive machines, distributed over the network which share the same instants and communicate by instantaneous broadcast using a special component called synchronizer.
Reactive Machines and components
A reactive machine is a local implementation of a set of components, called reactive components which share the same -global but local -logical clock, according to the classical Reactive/Synchronous model, presented in the previous section.
The reactive components are the applicative objects, whose methods are run and invoked by the execution of behaviors, which are also objects, defined to execute a combination of reactive instructions.
In our platform, all these objects are implemented as standard JAVA objects. The set of classes which define the reactive machine and instructions is called SUGARCUBES and is briefly presented in section 3.
Synchronized Systems
Broadcast of events between distributed components is a powerful mechanism of communication which allows each sender to propagate information without the knowledge of the listeners. This is a very modular way to implement communication in distributed systems, allowing high dynamicity in the distribution of all components. The main idea that drives our efforts to build a distributed model using the Reactive Approach is that synchronization and broadcast of events must become available over the network to all components enrolled in a system. Actually, we want to make the distributed nature of the system transparent to all reactive components.
In our Reactive Approach, reaction to events is fired in the very same instant as the event occurs. Only the reaction to the absence of an event is postponed to the next instant. As in the Saturn model, this simplifies implementation by reducing the amount of messages to exchange between distributed components in comparison to other synchronous formalisms, while preserving the same semantics of the systems. A system must be executed the same way in a distributed version as in a single reactive area.
Thereby, we have to build a distributed version of the algorithm of the detection of the end of an instant, which is a very simple algorithm in local reactive machines. Instantaneous broadcast of events then becomes available to all parallel components. To implement Synchronized Systems, we choose to consider systems made of a synchronizer to which are connected the reactive machines distributed over the network.
All the connected machines execute at the same pace and share the same instants; on the contrary, machines which are not connected to any synchronizer execute at their own pace. A machine can be connected at most to one synchronizer at a time. This way, we transparently extend a reactive area over the network. Any machine has the possibility of broadcasting an event to the machines connected to a synchronizer. This broadcast is coherent: all machines connected to the synchronizer receive the event at the same instant. Actually, systems made of machines linked to synchronizers can be seen as dynamic reactive areas in which communication is broadcast. Moreover, broadcast is instantaneous inside the same area (when emitting and receiving machines are connected to the same synchronizer).
Note that communication is asynchronous between distinct areas, because they do not share the same instants. Therefore, Synchronized Systems extend the notion of shared instant over the network to all parallel components. But in such distributed system, the duration of communication is not limited. In addition, unlike in synchronous formalisms, no hypothesis is made about the duration of an instant. With the high level of dynamicity of such systems, this raises the question: what the duration of instants is? This is especially important to have an idea of what distributed application our synchronized systems can support. We present some results about the duration of an instant in some very simple examples in section 5.
SugarCubes
SUGARCUBES [8] is a set of JAVA classes. Its aim is to propose a flexible programming of reactive systems, especially those which are dynamic (the number of components and their connections change during execution). SU-GARCUBES is used to implements Reactive Scripts [7] which provides a flexible approach of responsive systems programming. More information is available on the Web at the URL:
http://www.inria.fr/meije/rc/SugarCubes/.
The two main notions of SUGARCUBES are: reactive instruction, whose semantic refer to instants, and reactive machine, whose purpose is to execute reactive instructions in an environment made of instantaneously broadcast events.
Instruction Class
The class Instruction implements reactive instructions. A reactive instruction can be activated (method activ), reset (method reset), or forced to terminate (method terminate). Each activation returns one of the three following flags as result:
• TERM (for terminated) means that the instruction is completely terminated; nothing remains to do for the current instant and also for future ones. Thus, reactivating an instruction returning TERM has no effect and returns also TERM.
• STOP (for stopped) means that the execution of the instruction is over for current instant, but that code remains to be executed at next instants.
• SUSP (for suspended) means that the execution of the instruction has not reached a stable state and must be resumed during current instant. This is for example the case for the instruction that waits for a not yet generated event: execution is suspended to let the other components the possibility to generate the event during the current instant.
A call to the method terminate forces the instruction to completely terminate and thus to return TERM when activated. A call to the method reset resets the instruction which thus returns in its initial state.
The basic reactive instructions of SUGARCUBES are:
• Stop, which stops execution for the current instant;
• Seq, which puts one reactive instruction in sequence with another one;
• Merge, which puts two reactive instructions in parallel;
• atoms to execute basic JAVA statements such as printing messages, atomic computations…;
• Loop and Repeat, for cyclic executions;
• Generate, which generates an event, and Await to wait for an event.
There exists other instructions, for example a preemption primitive. All these instructions can be combined to define complex behaviors.
Machine Class
The class Machine implements reactive machines. A reactive machine executes a program which is a reactive instruction. It has two main tasks to perform: first, to decide when instants end, and second, to deal with broadcast events. Initially, the program is the Nothing instruction which does nothing and terminates instantaneously when activated. New instructions are dynamically added to the program, by calling the machine method add and executed in parallel with the previous ones.
Basically, a reactive machine detects the end of the current instant, that is when all parallel instructions of the program are terminated or stopped. The behavior is as follows:
• The program is cyclically activated while there are suspended instructions in it, that is while its activation returns SUSP.
• At the end of each program activation, the machine tests if some new events were generated during this execution. If this is not the case, then there is no hope that future program activations will change the situation. Then, a flag is set to let suspended instructions stop, knowing from that point that awaited events are absent.
• The end of the current instant is effective when all the parallel instructions in the program are terminated or stopped, i.e. no suspended instruction remains.
Implementation on two DPE
We now present some implementation of the Synchronized Systems model.
Algorithm of the detection of end of instants
In order to build a dynamic reactive area, one must implement a distributed termination algorithm [12] , which will run, on one hand in the synchronizer and, on the other hand, in each connected machine. The algorithm defines a protocol. That allows a connected machine to execute instants as described in the previous section, and to request the synchronizer for the broadcast of events during an instant. The protocol also allows the synchronizer to detect the end of instants (i.e. when all connected machines are either suspended or stopped and all broadcast requests have been achieved) and then let the machines proceed to the next instant. The algorithm must also process connection and disconnection requests in a way consistent with the execution of instants in the synchronized system. We have investigated the use of two different algorithms and their implementation on two different distributed platforms. We now briefly present these algorithms.
A Phase Convergence Algorithm
The first implementation is rather simple and is based on an algorithm decomposed in phases to determine ends of instants. At the beginning of each phase, the synchronizer waits for all connected machines to end execution for the current instant, or to suspend execution, awaiting for some events. During this phase, it stores events that are to be broadcast. When all machines have terminated or are suspended, the synchronizer ends the phase by sending all events to be broadcast to each suspended machine. At the end of a phase, when there is no event to broadcast, the synchronizer decides that the current instant is over and sends a signal to all suspended machines to indicate that the next instant can start.
To run correctly, this algorithm requires that the remote invocations from the synchronizer to the machines or from a machine to the synchronizer are fully completed before they return. In other terms, the interactions between the synchronizer and the connected machines are synchronous, i.e. they must be processed as interrogations.
This doesn't lead to a very parallelized and efficient algorithm. Therefore we have looked for a more efficient algorithm that we present next.
A Counter Based Algorithm
The second algorithm makes use of several message counters (in both synchronizer and machines) to enable asynchronous interactions between all system components. Some interactions may then be processed as notifications, also called oneway invocations.
The basics of the protocol used by this algorithm are the followings:
• Each machine manages a counter of received messages from the synchronizer. A message is a method invocation: the method instantIsOver which signals the end of the current instant; or the method generateBroadcast which broadcast an event. Note the use of a new method, distinct from generate. The counter is reset when the machine connects to the synchronizer.
• At the end of each phase, the machine sends a message to the synchronizer. This message invokes one of the methods suspended or completed; as a parameter, it contains the number of received messages from the synchronizer which have been already processed during the phase.
• During execution of a phase, a machine can ask the synchronizer to broadcast one event to other connected machines.
• For each connected machine, the synchronizer manages a counter of all messages sent to it.
The synchronizer handles broadcast event requests in the following way: the event is sent to all connected machines (except the one that sends the event) having (i) signalled the end of a phase, which means that the machine has processed all messages sent to it, and (ii) is suspended (and thus can potentially use the event).
The synchronizer sends the message indicating end of instant when (i) all connected machine have signalled the end of a phase, and (ii) there are no more event pending broadcast requests.
One can find more information and implementation details about these algorithms in [9] .
Two Distributed Infrastructures
It is now widely accepted that the concept of Distributed Processing Environment (DPE) used in conjunction with an Object Oriented programming model facilitates the design and the construction of distributed systems and applications. Various platforms, also often called Object Request Brokers (ORBs), provide the application programmer with various facilities and services ; they are generally based on a client/server model as in the CORBA de facto standard. The JAVA DEVELOPMENT KIT comprises such an environment, RMI (Remote Method Invocation), and some commercial DPEs can now be executed on top of a JAVA Virtual Machine (VISIBROKER, ORBIXWEB, etc...).
We have investigated the use of two different platforms, RMI and JONATHAN. The latter is an experimental CORBA compliant platform entirely written in JAVA.
RMI
We now present the interfaces, exported by the server objects Synchronizer and MachineSync as they will be invoked by their clients MachineSync and Synchronizer respectively using RMI services. RMI is fully integrated with the JAVA language : a server object directly exports a JAVA interface (the interfaces presented here are the ones used for the implementation of the second counter based algorithm).
• The Synchronizer Interface extends interface Remote (see [13] ) and defines the following methods: -connect connects the machine which is given as parameter. It returns a number that identifies the machine.
-disconnect disconnects the machine whose number is given as parameter.
-broadcast broadcasts the event whose name is given as parameter to all connected machines.
-suspended signals that the machine whose number is given as parameter is suspended. Parameter no represents the counter of processed messages.
-completed signals that the machine whose number is given as parameter has terminated its execution for the current instant. Parameter no represents the counter of processed messages.
public interface Synchronizer extends Remote { public int connect(MachineSync mach); public void disconnect(int num); public void broadcast(String event); public void suspended(int num , int no); public void completed(int nu , int no); } Note that we have removed the throws RemoteException following each method declarations for easier reading.
• The MachineSync Interface extends Remote and defines the two following methods:
-instantIsOver signals that instant is over to the machine.
-generateBroadcast signals that parameter event is broadcast.
public interface MachineSync extends Remote { public void instantIsOver(); public void generateBroadcast (String event); } The RMI mechanism has many advantages: it is simple to use, freely distributed with the JDK1.1 (hence close to JAVA) and fairly efficient as close to JAVA. However, it has some disadvantages: it does not allow cooperation with other DPE (at least in the present version) and implements only synchronous communication (interrogations). As a consequence, the client of an interface remains blocked while the invocation has not been processed by the server, even if no result is needed. This is an obstacle to true concurrent executions of distributed applications as the executions of synchronized reactive machines where there are many interactions.
Jonathan
The presence of asynchronous method calls (notifications) in DPE increases parallelism and concurrency. In CORBA compliant platforms, methods can be declared oneway in interfaces exported by server objects. We have tested our implementation of synchronized reactive machines on an experimental CORBA platform named JONATHAN, developed at CNET.
In CORBA, one describes server interfaces using the Interface Description Language (IDL). The interfaces MachineSync and Synchronizer are described as follows:
module ReactiveMachines { interface MachineSync { oneway void instantIsOver(); oneway void generateBroadcast (in string ev); }; interface Synchronizer { long connect(in MachineSync mach); void disconnect(in long num); oneway void broadcast(in string ev ,in long from); oneway void suspended(in long num , in long no); oneway void completed(in long num , in long no); }; };
Method broadcast can only be declared as oneway if invocations are processed in the order they are sent. This is true for the JONATHAN DPE on which a unique thread is used to process invocations sent to one server. Invocations from the same client are sent and received using one single TCP/IP connection and are thus processed in the emission order by the unique thread in the server object.
Performance evaluation
In this section, we present some early results about the performance of synchronized systems. As already mentioned, distributed reactive machines have been designed to support applications with intensive and stringent requirements of reactivity and synchronization. Most of our study is focussed on the duration of distributed instants, which is obviously the main characteristic measurement of the execution time of all distributed applications based on those reactive systems. Actually, the knowledge of the rate at which distributed instants can be executed allows us to have an idea of the global performance of our infrastructure and to estimate the kind of applications it could support.
First, we simply look at the cost of the synchronization, comparing the duration of distributed instants in a connected machine versus that of local instants in a disconnected machine. This leads us examining the minimal cost one has to pay to benefit of all the advantages of our platform. Then we measure the duration of the distributed instants when reactive areas communicate together by instantaneous broadcast of events.
Synchronization cost
In a first experiment, we consider a Synchronized System in which reactive machines execute a rather simple program that:
• connects itself to the synchronizer, starts time measurement for connected mode, fires 100 instants under the control of the synchronizer, displays time needed to execute these 100 instants,
• disconnects itself, starts time measurement for disconnected mode, fires 100 instants on its own control, displays time needed to execute these 100 instants.
Machines do not communicate with each other but only use the synchronization facilities of the system. The system is deployed on UltraSparc 1 Solaris stations, connected to an Ethernet LAN (10Mbs).
We have tested the phase convergence algorithm with RMI, and the counter based algorithm both with RMI, and with JONATHAN, and with JONATHAN with oneway invocations. Table 4 summarizes the results, presenting average duration in milliseconds of 100 instants in connected mode and disconnected mode. • We notice a factor 50 between the duration of the instants of connected and disconnected machines. This allows us to consider that local computations are negligible with respect to the communications required for synchronization across the network (communication with the synchronizer performed to determine the end of the global instant).
• The duration of distributed instants versus the number of reactive machines connected to the synchronizer follows a linear increase.
• With this simple example, we have noticed a gain of about 30% in the execution using JONATHAN and oneway invocations compared to results obtained with RMI or synchronous calls in JONATHAN.
RMI does not take advantage of the locality to process the communication between a synchronizer and a machine running in the same JAVA virtual machine: in RMI, all communications and network protocols are always executed though they could be bypassed and replaced by simple procedure calls. JONATHAN achieves successfully such shortcuts which have a great impact on the performance. With JONATHAN, we can obtain a high performance enhancement if machines that communicate a lot together are physically executed in the same JAVA Virtual Machine. That could be useful to increase performance of some communications in the application, in combination with the migration capabilities of our reactive machines.
Broadcast communications
In this experiment, we instantiate 2 different behaviors in a Synchronized System, adopting a simple configuration principle : one behavior instance per reactive machine connected to the system. The first behavior, the Emitter, broadcasts a signal E every instant a thousand times. The second behavior, the Receiver, waits in an endless loop for the event E. We measure the time elapsed for the execution of the thousand instants of the Emitter behavior in the Synchronized System. As behaviors do nothing else than emiting and receiving events, we mainly measure the overhead of the overall infrastructure.
The synchronizer and the reactive machine which executes an Emitter are executed on a single PC (bi-processor Pentium 200Mhz, WinNT). Each process is assigned to a different processor. They communicate and synchronize without the use of the network. Then, we add a second reactive machine on a separate PC (Pentium 166MHz, Win95) which executes a Receiver behavior, and thus involves the network in the realization of distributed instants. Finally, we add a third machine, also executing a Receiver on a separate PC (idem to the previous one).
For each applicative configuration, we used RMI, JO-NATHAN, and JONATHAN with oneway operations enabled to run the counter algorithm. • The effective use of the network and the execution of network protocols are time-costly.
• As independent machines do not execute any applicative data process between synchronizations, most of the time is spent by the synchronizer emitting and receiving (in sequence) messages to/from the network. As a consequence, the possibility of using oneway operations is very efficient as it divides by 2 the number of messages.
• The most efficient configuration executes a distributed instant in 12 ms with 3 networked desktop computers. This provides a basic control granularity, acceptable for many interactive applications.
Related and Future Works
We plan the following future works to enhance the developed infrastructure:
• The implementation of a failure detection mechanism: failure of connected machines must not block the whole system. And the implementation of a limit detection of instant duration in Synchronized Systems. This would enable the introduction of some Quality of Service management.
• The implementation of migration facilities to allow for example, a reactive instruction executed by a machine connected to a synchronizer to be transferred synchronously (between two successive instants) onto another connected machine. That way, a program could migrate transparently; itself or the environment cannot notice the migration.
Conclusion
We have defined distributed reactive systems made of reactive machines which dynamically connect to synchronizers and disconnect from them. Machines connected to the same synchronizer all execute at the same pace and communicate using instantaneously broadcast events (synchronous broadcast). A machine can also broadcast events to machines connected to a remote synchronizer (asynchronous broadcast).
We have implemented distributed reactive systems with JAVA, using SUGARCUBES, on two distinct platforms: JAVARMI, and an experimental distributed execution platform on which we use an asynchronous algorithm based on counters and notifications. This second solution offers better performances with oneway invocations. Performance analysis have shown that Synchronized Systems provide a basic control granularity acceptable for many distributed interactive applications.
